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Chair Porter, Ranking Member Gosar, and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the
opportunity to testify today regarding the role extractive industries play in our nation’s economy,
and the role the federal government plays in relation to those industries. I’m Tim Stretton, a
policy analyst at the Project On Government Oversight (POGO). POGO is a nonpartisan
independent watchdog that investigates and exposes waste, corruption, abuse of power, and
when the government fails to serve the public or silences those who report wrongdoing. We
champion reforms to achieve a more effective, ethical, and accountable federal government that
safeguards constitutional principles.
The extractive industries receive a number of direct and indirect subsidies from the federal
government. These subsidies can range from certain tax preferences to special royalty rates.
Additionally, relief programs designed to mitigate the economic impact of the ongoing pandemic
have produced subsidies such as the Paycheck Protection Program and the Federal Reserve’s
credit lending facilities, which are also greatly benefiting the extractive industries.1 Today, I will
focus on how the extractive industries have exploited the nation’s natural resources royalty
regime while simultaneously benefiting from corporate welfare, and why congressional action is
needed.
For decades, POGO has shed light on the need for the federal government to ensure the oil and
natural gas industries are paying their fair share for the publicly owned resources they extract
and profit from.2 Chair Porter, this is why we support your bill, the Ending Taxpayer Welfare for
Oil and Gas Companies Act of 2021, which would modernize the onshore leasing system for the
first time in a century by increasing royalty rates on publicly owned onshore leases. POGO is
pleased the full committee approved the bill earlier this month.3 Congressional action is also
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needed to address similar offshore leasing issues.
As you and your colleagues conduct oversight of our nation’s natural resources, POGO urges
you to consider reforms that put taxpayers first rather than industry. Further reforms should
increase transparency of public land-related agencies to ensure that the extractive industries are
paying their fair share and that the direct and indirect subsidies are achieving their intended
objectives. We urge Congress to support the following recommendations:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Modernize our nation’s onshore leasing system by passing the Ending Taxpayer Welfare
for Oil and Gas Companies Act (H.R. 1517).
Examine the effects of imposing a royalty for hardrock mining in the West.
Require the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) to disclose accepted bids
when it retroactively lowers the initial valuation.
Require the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management to use a third party to examine the
bureau’s delayed valuation system.
Direct the Office of Management and Budget to ensure that agencies comply with the
legal requirement established in the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act
(CARES Act) to collect reports on the use of COVID-19 assistance from any recipients
that received more than $150,000.
Require that reporting on future assistance awards to companies include key information
about the recipient including parent company, industry sector, employment, and
demographic data on owners.

Oil and Gas Royalties
Because resources such as oil and gas that are extracted from public lands are owned by the
American people, the government is legally required to collect royalties for the resources
produced from leases on those lands. Since the 1990s, POGO’s investigations into the federal
government’s oversight of the oil, gas, and mining industries have uncovered widespread
corruption and ethics violations that allowed industry to cheat U.S. taxpayers out of billions
of dollars’ worth of potential income.4 Given the amounts of money at stake, and the oil and
gas industry’s history of deliberately concealing the value of the resources they’ve extracted
with the intent of underpaying royalties,5 the government should be particularly vigilant in
ensuring companies pay their fair share for the resources they extract.
Accordingly, the government should be seeking to collect more, not less, royalties from the oil
and gas industry. For onshore federal oil and gas leases, the government collects a 12.5%
4
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royalty6—this rate has remained the same for the past 100 years, since the Mineral Leasing Act
of 1920 was signed into law. In fact, a number of states have higher onshore royalty rates than
the federal government.7 The federal government effectively allows extractive industries to
underpay for the use of public resources, leaving a significant amount of money owed to the
public on the table. As the Congressional Budget Office has pointed out, increasing the federal
onshore royalty rate to 18.75% could increase revenue to the federal government by as much as
$200 million over a decade, with little or no impact on levels of production.8 When it comes to
offshore leases on most seafloor tracts deeper than 200 meters, the government sets the royalty
rate at 18.75% in accordance with the law’s requirement to “assure receipt of fair market value.”9
Even at current rates, royalties from onshore and offshore resources extracted from federal land
provide a significant revenue stream to the federal government. In fiscal year 2020, the federal
government received almost $7.6 billion in revenue, including royalties, and more than $12
billion in fiscal year 2019.10 These royalties go to the federal treasury, and to state, local, and
tribal governments, where that revenue is used to fund key programs such as education.11 In New
Mexico, for example, 83% of royalties from resource extraction on federal public lands in
the state goes toward funding public schools and paying teachers. 12
During the ongoing pandemic, these royalty payments could be an essential revenue lifeline to
state, local, tribal governments. The pandemic has put enormous pressure on various budgets,
due not only to the need for increased spending to cover unemployment insurance and
coronavirus testing but also to the loss of tax revenue from the many affected industries and the
drop in oil prices.13 A long overdue increase in the royalties the federal government collects from
industries that extract resources from public lands could help address the budgetary shortfalls
and raise revenue.
Chair Porter, your bill would finally update the federal onshore royalty rate, bringing it in line
with the 18.75% rate for offshore leases deeper than 200 meters.14 The House should
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immediately pass your bill to modernize this rate, and the Senate should take up the companion
bill introduced by Senators Jacky Rosen (D-NV) and Chuck Grassley (R-IA).
Hardrock Mining Royalties
In addition to leaving money on the table that the oil and gas industry owes to the public, the
federal government neglects to collect royalties for some resources extracted from federal lands
altogether. Under the General Mining Act of 1872, taxpayers receive zero royalties for
hardrock minerals extracted from public lands throughout the West and Intermountain
West.15 The U.S. lags behind the rest of the world by failing to collect a federal royalty for
these minerals. 16 To add insult to injury, mining companies also receive generous tax breaks
for extracting our natural resources from federal lands. 17
As we are approaching the sesquicentennial of the passage of the General Mining Act, Congress
needs to examine if the law has fulfilled its mission. While the law was designed to encourage
development of western lands by granting generous financial incentives, the West is arguably
now well-developed, and companies should not be receiving the incentives they once needed 150
years ago. One estimate puts the value of the hardrock minerals extracted from western public
lands at $300 billion since the law was passed, with no revenues going to the taxpayers who own
the land.18
Billions of Dollars in Forgone Royalties
Since the House Natural Resources Committee has already taken steps to ensure companies pay
a larger share of onshore royalties, I’d like to take some time to highlight the need for additional
oversight and reform of offshore royalties.
Together, offshore drilling and the leasing of publicly owned seafloor tracts brought in nearly
$90 billion in federal revenue between 2006 and 2018.19 The Interior Department’s Bureau of
Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) sets royalty rates for offshore oil and gas based on market
conditions, and is legally required to ensure that the public receives royalties on “fair market
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value” for the resources extracted by private industry.20 However, the bureau also has several
options to reduce or waive royalty payments to increase production. The bureau’s so-called
“royalty relief” procedures often result in forgone royalty payments worth tens of billions of
dollars. As the bureau itself has found, its practices often mean the American people lose out on
the fair return they’re owed.21
For example, from 1996 to 2000, the Interior Department leased out tracts of publicly owned
seafloor for which it did not collect royalties on the initial volume of oil or gas produced. While
companies tended to submit higher bids for those tracts, resulting in an estimated nearly $2
billion in public revenue the department would not have collected based on the pre-1996 royalty
rate, that $2 billion pales in comparison to what the government could have earned for the public
through royalties had they collected them. The Government Accountability Office found that the
leases that had been awarded between 1996 and 2000 with a guarantee of no royalties on initial
volumes of production resulted in about $18 billion in forgone royalties through 2018.22
Lowered Tract Valuations Behind Closed Doors
The GAO also identified two additional procedures the Interior Department has used for decades
that may not have resulted in a full fair market value return to the public for offshore oil and gas
leases: retroactively lowering its valuations of seafloor tracts in order to accept bids that would
be unacceptable under the bureau’s stated procedures; and accepting lower bids because the
bureau unreasonably determined the tracts might be worth less in the future.23
When the bureau auctions off leases for tracts of seafloor, it is supposed to reject bids that are
lower than its own estimated value of the tracts’ worth. Instead, the GAO found, when a bid
comes in lower than the bureau’s own valuation, the bureau often lowers its initial valuation “to
justify accepting bids it otherwise would reject,” and then accepts the bid on the basis of the
altered valuation.24
This would be prudent if rejecting bids resulted in tracts not being leased, leading to forgone
revenue, but that’s not the case. Rather, when the bureau rejected bids that were too low,
companies often submitted higher bids for the same tracts in future lease auctions, resulting in
higher revenue for the public.25 As the GAO noted, by resubmitting bids at higher amounts,
companies signaled that they viewed certain tracts as more valuable than their initial bids had
indicated. In other words, extractive companies often submit lowball bids. And the government
20
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frequently accepts them—seemingly ignoring the federal government’s obligation to ensure the
American public receives a fair return for resources extracted from public lands.
The GAO found the bureau’s practice of lowering its valuations “is nearly systematic” in cases
where it had originally estimated that tracts were worth up to twice as much as the amount bid.26
The GAO estimated that the bureau could have collected $567 million more in auction revenue
from March 2000 to June 2018 if it had not lowered its own valuations.27 That’s $567 million the
government could have collected on land owned by the American people. In short, the extractive
industry made a greater profit than it otherwise would have at the expense of the American
people, with the government’s blessing.
As POGO has previously noted, the bureau does not disclose when it awards drilling rights based
on reduced valuations, and revising valuations is not part of the bureau’s published procedures.28
This makes your job as congressional overseers much harder to accomplish.
Because the practice of lowering valuations has resulted in the loss of hundreds of millions of
dollars in public revenue—which will likely continue—this subcommittee has a vested interest in
ensuring that the bureau makes public its revised valuations. Congress and the public should
know when and why the government adjusts its valuations to match a company’s bid before
accepting a lower bid on a tract that it previously established was worth more. In order to provide
more accountability and transparency, this subcommittee should conduct oversight of the bureau
and consider reforms to require public notice when the bureau retroactively lowers its
valuations.29
Forecasts of “Unreasonably” High Depreciation
The GAO also found problems with how the bureau considers two key measures of the worth of
a seafloor tract: the present value and the delayed value. The bureau’s broad calculations and use
of delayed valuation may have resulted in more than $873 million in forgone additional bid
revenue from March 2000 to June 2018.30
The present value is supposed to reflect the tract’s value at the time of the auction, and the
delayed value should show what it would be worth if it were offered at the next auction.
Calculating the delayed value is meant to help the bureau determine the cost of delaying the
auction of a lease. If a bid is lower than the present value but higher than the delayed value, the
26
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bureau can accept that bid. But, the GAO found, the bureau has been projecting delayed values
to be lower than they should be, leading the bureau to accept lower bids.
Until August 2017, the bureau held auctions once a year and typically forecasted a median loss
in value of 23% by the next auction. Although the bureau has since held auctions about every six
months, its predicted decline in value has grown to a median of about 27%.31 Because the
frequency of auctions has doubled, it’s surprising that the bureau’s predicated cost of delay has
increased and not decreased. As the GAO noted, with oil prices generally forecasted to rise, the
value of oil and gas resources would be expected to increase over time, not decrease.
The GAO found that the bureau’s “unreasonably large forecasts of depreciation have
increasingly been the deciding factor in decisions to accept bids.” By lowering a tract’s predicted
future value, the government is unnecessarily passing up hundreds of millions of dollars in
potential revenue owed to the American people. According to the GAO, had the bureau rejected
205 bids that it accepted on the basis of delayed values, “it might have subsequently collected
more than $873 million in additional bid revenue for these tracts.”32
The GAO’s analysis tracks with POGO’s findings in our 2018 report, “Drilling Down: Big Oil’s
Bidding.” POGO reported:
When the Bureau considered bids placed in the August 2017 auction, it determined that
the [present value] for one tract was $17 million and that the delayed value of the tract
was $6.9 million. In other words, BOEM estimated that, over several months, an
unusually valuable tract would lose more than half its value. On that basis, the BOEM
accepted a bid of $12.1 million, much less than it said the drilling rights were worth at
that time.
... In fact, by the government’s own account, rejecting bids and offering the tracts again
later “has consistently resulted in higher average returns in subsequent lease sales for the
same tracts, even when those tracts not receiving subsequent bids were included in the
calculation of the average returns.”
In the Gulf of Mexico from 1984 through 2017, BOEM has stated, the Bureau “rejected
total high bids of $638 million, but when the blocks were reoffered, they drew subsequent
high bids of $1.8 billion, for a total net gain of $1.2 billion, or an increase of 187 percent.”33
In its response to the GAO’s report, the Interior Department stated that it did “not concur with
how its bid valuation process is characterized.” Nor did it agree with the recommendation to
have “an independent third party” examine whether its use of delayed valuations delivers fair
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market value and whether it should stop using those lower valuations.34 POGO believes such an
independent examination would bring greater accountability to the bid valuation process. We
recommend that this subcommittee require that no funds be spent on approving a delayed-value
lease that was not evaluated by a third party.
COVID-19 Support
In addition to benefiting from unreasonably low royalty rates and overly favorable leasing
procedures, the extractive industries have received significant federal assistance during the
ongoing coronavirus pandemic.
To help enable effective oversight of the massive emergency relief spending packages, POGO
launched a comprehensive COVID-19 relief spending tracker last year.35 Currently, we have
identified $1.9 trillion in spending that includes almost 20 million transactions across more than
50 agencies and more than 200 federal programs.36 The extractive industries have received
roughly $6.3 billion in Paycheck Protection Program loans, $774 million of which went to the oil
and gas sector.37 As members of this subcommittee are aware, Paycheck Protection Program
loans are forgivable loans so long as the companies taking out the loans follow certain criteria,
such as job retention. POGO has recently partnered with Good Jobs First to include companies’
history of federal violations of workplace safety in our database, which should be updated soon.
This new partnership will shine light on companies’ occupational safety record to better inform
the public about who received federal assistance and whether that assistance was appropriate.
In addition to the Paycheck Protection Program, extractive industries have also benefited from
COVID-19 relief programs established by the Federal Reserve. According to BailoutWatch, the
Federal Reserve had “backed $582 million in loans to 37 companies focused on fossil fuel
investment, oilfield services, coal support, and extraction” through its Main Street Lending
Program as of late last year.38 This lending facility was created for small and medium-sized
businesses.39 The Federal Reserve also conducted corporate bond purchases. According to data in
our tracker, that included purchasing bonds of at least 36 oil and gas companies to the tune of
nearly $400 million, including $23 million for Exxon Mobil, more than $9 million for
ConocoPhillips, and $2.2 million for Colonial Pipeline.
An important condition Congress placed on coronavirus relief programs was the requirement for
companies to preserve jobs and limit dividends, executive compensation, and stock buybacks.
34
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But Congress exempted securities transactions from these requirements.40 The Federal Reserve
categorizes bond purchases as “securities transactions” rather than as loans, so it does not require
companies that participate in the bond purchases to meet these conditions.41 As one may suspect,
without the requirement, several companies that received support from the Federal Reserve paid
large dividends to their shareholders and laid off some workers.42 As corporations received large
sums of taxpayer-backed funds through the Federal Reserve, Congress should have ensured these
funds went to helping those who needed it to boost the economy, and not shareholders. Although
these facilities are now closed, if they are reopened or replicated in future crises, Congress should
ensure that all Federal Reserve securities transactions are subject to the same loan conditions
other relief programs must follow.
It’s worth noting that COVID-19 spending data has serious limitations, leaving our insight into
the spending incomplete. One particular shortcoming that makes it hard to track the level of
assistance reaching each industry sector is the fact that the government does not normally collect
the industry sector of assistance recipients. Another major gap is that no data has been collected
from the companies on how they used the funds they received, despite specific directives from
Congress to collect this information and make it available to the public. In the CARES Act,
Congress codified two reporting requirements related to coronavirus relief funds. First, agencies
must report to the Pandemic Response Accountability Committee and to Congress any obligation
or expenditure of $150,000 or more, including loans and awards. Second, recipients, including
businesses and organizations, of $150,000 or more in coronavirus relief funding are required to
report quarterly the total received from each agency, total obligations to projects, project
descriptions, and the number of jobs retained and created using the funds.43 This recipient
reporting requirement does not extend to individuals.44 Congress included these detailed
reporting provisions in the relief package to ensure that the extraordinary level of government
spending of taxpayer dollars would get a higher level of transparency and accountability.
However, in an April 2020 guidance memo to federal agencies on how to report the allocation of
relief funds, the Office of Management and Budget ignored a number of the clear reporting
requirements Congress had mandated.
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The office told agencies that with just a few slight modifications, they could use the
government’s USASpending.gov infrastructure to collect the information required by the
coronavirus relief package.45 However, awards reported on USASpending do not include
information on jobs created or retained, meaning Congress and the American people are currently
getting no data on the jobs supported by the $2.1 trillion in the CARES Act or the $3.3 trillion in
other coronavirus relief legislation.46 More oversight and transparency is needed to ensure relief
funds were spent correctly and went to their intended purpose. With preserving jobs, keeping
people on payroll, and supporting the economy among the main objectives of the coronavirus
relief funding, this is a glaring error that urgently needs to be corrected.
In addition, POGO has found that oil and gas companies have been leasing tracts of federal land
during the pandemic at much lower rates per acre than they had been the previous year.47 In
2019, a lease sale of 96,000 acres raised $11.8 million, or an average of almost $123 per acre.48
Almost exactly one year later, on March 19, 2020, the Bureau of Land Management completed a
quarterly onshore oil and gas lease of three parcels totaling almost 322 acres in its eastern region
that raised around $13,000.49 This means that the bids plus fees from those leases averaged just
over $40 an acre. On March 24, 2020, the bureau held another auction on 71,689 acres of land,
which raised $3.4 million, or an average of just over $47 per acre.50
Moreover, in April 2020, the Interior Department began offering temporary royalty relief to oil
and gas producers during the pandemic.51 Companies could apply for a lower royalty rate or to
suspend their lease altogether.52 As of October 2020, Interior approved 555 royalty reductions
45
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Health Care Enhancement Act (Pub. Law 116-139); $900 Billion Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental
Appropriations Act (Pub. Law 116-260); $1.9 Trillion The American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (Pub. Law 117-7);
“Track the Money,” Pandemic Response Accountability Committee. https://www.pandemicoversight.gov/track-themoney (accessed May 18, 2021).
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and 422 lease suspensions. Some companies saw the royalty rate they owed reduced to as low as
0.5%.
As we consider whether COVID-19 relief should have gone to the extractive industries, it is
important to note that this relief comes on the heels of a massive financial windfall to 17 oil and
gas companies with the passage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act in 2017, which included direct
one-time benefit payments that totaled $25 billion.53 The government should not be constantly
subsidizing the oil and gas industry, particularly since it does so at the public’s expense. It is
particularly egregious that the government is subsidizing this industry at a time when federal,
state, local, and tribal budgets are strapped as a result of the pandemic.
Conclusion and Recommendations
Congress should be ensuring that extractive industries pay their fair share for resources extracted
from public lands. Unfortunately, for far too long this has not been happening. I commend this
subcommittee and the leadership of Chair Porter for taking on this critical issue.
POGO recommends that Congress quickly enact legislation to modernize our nation’s onshore
oil and gas leasing system by raising the royalty rates companies pay the American people to
extract resources from public lands. POGO also encourages this subcommittee to examine the
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management’s longstanding procedures that have left billions in
potential revenue on the table. For example, Congress should require the bureau to disclose
accepted bids when it retroactively lowers the initial valuation, and to use a third party to
examine the bureau’s delayed valuation system.
Congress should also examine the effects of establishing royalties on hardrock mining on public
lands in the West.
More broadly, POGO urges this subcommittee to direct the Office of Management and Budget to
ensure that agencies comply with the legally mandated recipient reporting requirements for the
use of large COVID-19 relief funds, and to support expanding the data collected for all
assistance to allow for greater accountability for all federal funds in the future.
Thank you for the opportunity testify today. I am happy to answer any questions.
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